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Introduction

●The role of professionally managed solutions in DC 
plans has been an increasingly important topic for DC 
plan sponsors, particularly as participants have become 
more responsible for their individual retirement 
outcomes
●Professionally managed solutions continue to grow and 
evolve.  We focus on three key areas:
–Target Date Funds
–Managed Accounts
–Income Solutions
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Source: 2012 Callan DC Survey

Professionally Managed Solutions as Defaults

●92.5% of plans’ default is a qualified default investment alternative (QDIA), 
most of which are professionally managed solutions
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The Problem. . .

Source: Vanguard 2011
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Why the Growth in Professionally Managed Solutions

●Plan Sponsors are trying to address participant behavioral 
characteristics:
–Generally have very little investment experience
–Have not adequately focused on saving and planning for retirement
–Do not sufficiently diversify
–Do not contribute enough to ensure financially secure retirement 

●The Pension Protection Act endorsed the use of target date funds 
and managed accounts (by allowing them QDIA status) in hopes 
of improving the efficacy of retirement savings
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Target Date Funds
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Through versus To Glidepath Prevalence

Through To

Prevalence of Funds 63.6% 36.4%

Assets Under Management 87.7% 12.3%

Target Date Universe

●Off-the-shelf target date funds now boast just over $464 billion in assets across 
more than 40 providers.  

Source: Callan 1st Quarter 2012 DC Observer

Active versus Passive Management
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Target Date Universe
Equity Rolldown Analysis (% Pure Equity)

Source: Callan TDVantage
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Equity Rolldowns May Not Tell the Whole Story
Absolute Change in Allocations Between 2012 and 2010

Source: Callan 1st Quarter 2012 DC Observer
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Significant Variation Beyond Equity Rolldowns
Callan Target Date Index Asset Allocation (Macro Level)

Source: Callan TDVantage
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●Asset class 
exposure differs 
greatly across 
providers. The 
figure above shows 
the average 
allocation across 
the Callan universe 
as represented by 
the Callan
Consensus 
Glidepath. 
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

●What is the appropriate risk exposure both during 
employment and after retirement
–Level of equity throughout the glide-path
–Asset allocation at retirement
–To vs. through
–Active management risk

●Plan design and participant demographics and should be 
considered
–Presence of a defined benefit plan
–Whether participants may remain in the plan post retirement
–Younger populations generally have longer investment horizons and may 
suggest higher equity allocations

–High employee turnover might lead towards lower equity as effective time 
horizon is shortened if participants withdraw from the plan
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

●What is the Sponsor’s view of active management
–All passive line-up, all active, a combination

●Diversification
–Open vs. closed architecture?
–How many asset classes (and sub-asset classes) are used
–Alternatives?

●Fees
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

10th Percentile 8.92 5.07 9.11 18.71 3.79
25th Percentile 8.70 4.72 8.95 18.35 3.50

Median 7.83 4.24 8.25 16.93 3.09
75th Percentile 7.27 3.01 7.41 15.83 2.37
90th Percentile 6.90 1.64 6.80 15.40 1.59

CAI Consensus Glidepath 7.14 4.81 8.69 17.27 3.21

Overall Performance (12/31/2011)

Source: Callan TDVantage

Target Date Family Performance vs Peer Families (Cheapest Net)

(81)

(16)

(32)

(43)

(48)
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

10th Percentile 8.30 6.39 9.52 19.37 3.81
25th Percentile 7.78 5.60 9.17 18.20 3.48

Median 7.41 4.98 8.65 17.48 3.15
75th Percentile 6.82 4.42 8.27 16.61 2.96
90th Percentile 6.54 3.88 8.05 15.85 2.56

CAI Consensus Glidepath 7.14 4.81 8.69 17.27 3.21

Glidepath Performance (12/31/2011)

Source: Callan TDVantage

Target Date Family Glidepath Returns vs Peer Families

(57)

(64)

(49)

(60)

(43)
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

10th Percentile 133.09 126.58 96.40 100.95 64.39
25th Percentile 93.91 88.21 73.53 77.06 61.07

Median 63.46 61.19 56.08 57.58 58.33
75th Percentile 43.90 42.51 42.36 43.17 54.29
90th Percentile 32.48 31.58 33.49 33.05 52.35

95th Percentile 27.15 26.77 29.36 28.62 50.76
99th Percentile 20.40 20.11 24.06 23.24 40.21

Median Results 63.46 61.19 56.08 57.48 58.33

● Primary risk to participant is failure to achieve a desired income replacement level

Income Replacement Potential

Annuitized Income Replacement Ratio (%)

(11) (22) (61) (55) (50)

Source: Callan TDVantage. Assumes retirement at age 65 and a target income replacement ratio of 65% and excludes Social Security.

Age 65

Manager A Manager B Manager C
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Important Considerations for Selecting TDFs

1st Percentile 16.48 15.73 13.14 13.22 12.18
5th Percentile 14.88 14.21 11.92 12.11 11.12

10th Percentile 13.76 13.23 11.18 11.28 10.70
25th Percentile 12.52 11.97 10.15 10.24 10.18

Median 10.91 10.55 8.97 9.07 9.22
75th Percentile 9.70 9.32 7.88 8.03 8.57
90th Percentile 8.42 8.13 6.89 7.00 7.83

Median Results 10.91 10.55 8.97 9.07 9.22

Risk

Dollar Weighted Risk (%)

(8) (11)
(61) (54) (50)

Source: Callan TDVantage. 

Later Savings (Age 50-65)
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Source: 2012 Callan DC Survey

Target Date Funds 

●The new participant disclosure regulation in 2012 requires plan sponsors to use a 
broad-based securities market index administered by an independent party in 
performance comparisons shown to participants. 

Benchmarking and Monitoring

Source: 2012 Callan DC Index
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Target Date Funds—How Do They Stack Up?
Investment Performance

Source: Callan DC Inex
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Limitations of Target Date Solutions

●Usually one only target date series per plan—one size fits all.

●May be misunderstood by participants—e.g., do participants 
understand the target date’s meaning?

●Cannot make up from lack of sufficient retirement savings.
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Managed Accounts
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Managed Accounts Defined

●Managed Accounts—An investment advisor manages and 
monitors the retirement account. 
–Customized for individual participant—may consider assets outside the plan
–Can result in an asset allocation that differs from an age appropriate target 
date fund

–Gap analysis may encourage participants to save more

●Solutions may be:
–Opt-in (participants must select to use the managed account proactively) 
–Opt-out (participants are defaulted into the managed accounts and can select 
to remove themselves from the program at will).

●Geared for the do-it-for-me investors, as the provider implements 
the advice by taking discretionary control of the participant’s 
account.
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*Sources: Aon Hewitt 2011 Trends & Experience Survey, Callan 2012 DC Trends Survey, and Vanguard How America Saves 2011 Survey

Advice and Managed Accounts Environment

●Today, the majority (74%) of plan sponsors offer some sort of outside advisory 
services, including investment advice, guidance, one-on-one counseling, or 
managed accounts, according to Aon Hewitt* (up from 50% in 2009 and up 
from 28% in 2003). Of those offering these services:
–50% offer online advice  
–39% offer managed accounts 

●Callan found 50% of plan sponsors offer online advice; Vanguard found 63% 
do so (for plans with 5,000+ participants)*

●90% of those offering online advice were somewhat or very satisfied with 
participant utilization

●75% of those offering managed accounts were somewhat or very satisfied with 
participant utilization 

●While usage by participants can vary significantly, on average, Financial 
Engines estimates that 40% of assets remain in managed accounts if 
participants are defaulted whereas 14% of assets are directed into managed 
accounts if participants must make an active election
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Target Date Fund Managed Accounts

Asset Allocation Based on expected retirement date Customized for individual 
participants

Implementation Predominantly proprietary funds of provider Utilizes core fund lineup

Cost
Range from 15 to 95 bps
(low end represents passive management 
option)

20 to 50 bps plus underlying fund 
fees (opt in)

Rebalancing Periodic rebalancing (monthly/quarterly) by 
provider; may use tactical asset allocation

Periodic (monthly/quarterly) and 
can be adjusted as participant 
circumstances change

Opt In/Opt Out Generally used as default (QDIA) Generally opt in (not QDIA)

Usability Easy—set it and forget it Ideally requires input from 
participant

Prevalence High Low but gaining

Comparison of Managed Accounts and Target Date Funds
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Major Providers and Services Offered

Only a handful of major providers exist:
●Generally will offer a full suite of services, including advice, 
managed accounts, and drawdown services and do so through a 
variety of media channels
●Social Security and DB plans are taken into consideration with 
each provider and outside assets can be factored in
●Generally have the ability to incorporate pre tax, Roth, after tax, 
and catch-up contributions
●Real-time or daily data updates generally available with each 
provider
●Each of the providers treats company stock differently

–May take company stock into consideration and caps it 
–May carve out company stock
–May take company stock into consideration, but not advise on it 
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Managed Accounts and Pricing Levers

●Many different levers impact pricing for advisory services. Some 
examples include:
–Active (opt in) vs. Passive (opt out) approach
–Amount of participants who use the service
–Average balance (high vs. low balance participants)
–Utilization of advice only vs. advice and managed accounts
–Breakpoints in managed account fee schedules
–Meeting days utilized/other communication needs
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Managed Account Performance Measurement

●Utilization statistics

●Proportion of participants assuming “appropriate” risk levels
–Diversification
–Relationship to efficient frontier
–Relative to demographics

●Retirement income forecasts
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Managed Accounts

●Results reported by Financial Engines shows that participants using advice, on 
average, experienced returns nearly 3% (292 basis points) higher than non-advice 
participants, net of 

●The performance difference ranged from 2.5% to 3.4% across the age groups. 

●Much of the outperformance was due to management of portfolio volatility (inefficiency; 
excessive risk-taking).

Relative Performance

Source: Help in Defined Contribution Plans: 2006 Through 2010. Financial Engines; AonHewitt

Median Returns by Age – 2006 to 2010
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Target Date Fund Managed Account Other Participants
Age 40 years 49 years 47 years
Median balance $5,438 $54,698 $43,327
Tenure 5.2 years 14.3 years 11.8 years

Which Solution is Right for Participants?
Profile of Users

Source: Vanguard 2011
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Income Solutions
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Income in Retirement

●Ten years of trauma:
–Last decade saw the two largest bear markets since the depression. 
–Recent recession was the longest and deepest since the 1930s.
–Increased correlations
–Increased volatility, 2011 saw 61 days (nearly one in four trading days) where 
the S&P 500 moved by more than 2%

●The scary “what-ifs”:
–Home prices continue to fall…
–Oil prices rise…
–Europe completely implodes…
–US indebtedness and continued political paralysis/psychosis

Driving Forces
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*Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit 

Income in Retirement

●Each year, on the participant’s date of birth, the income base is reset to the account 
value, if higher.

“GMWB*” Basics

6565
Income 

Payment 
Begins

Account Value

Income Base

50 55 60 65 70

Accumulation 
Period Income Period
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Issues with Guaranteed Income for Life Products

●Insurer risk
–Who is ultimately responsible for the guarantee?

●Cost
–Insurance costs have risen substantially across the board

●Portability
–Rollovers; changes in record keepers

●Plan sponsor fiduciary (selection) concerns
–Value of safeharbor
–Difficulties eliminating products deemed no longer prudent

●Recordkeeper support
–Expensive to support; conflicts with many record keepers’ rollover business

●Participant interest/difficulty communicating
–“Do you want to have lunch?”

May Considerations with Offering Any of the In-Plan Annuities that are Currently Available
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GMWBs Meet Target Date Funds

●For custom target date funds geared to older workers (e.g., 50+), there 
would be a guaranteed income and a standard (non-guaranteed) 
option.

●At a specified age, the participant may opt into a guaranteed custom 
target date fund.

●Participant is then guaranteed a minimum income payment for life 
based on amount in guaranteed custom target date fund.

●Each year, on the participant’s date of birth, the “income base” is reset 
to the account value, if higher.

●Once the participant retires or separates from service, guaranteed 
payments can begin after a predetermined age threshold is reached.

●Guarantees would ideally involve a multi-insurer arrangement.

The Next Generation?
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How the Life Cycle Guaranteed Income Glidepath Can Work

● Important to remember that the credit worthiness of insurance companies is correlated 
to equity markets.

Guaranteed versus Standard Glidepath

Guaranteed vs. Standard Glidepath
%

 E
qu

iti
es

Traditional Path

Income Path

Age 50

Guarantee 
starts at age 50
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Income in Retirement

One plan sponsor has rolled out an income guarantee as part of their custom 
target date strategy. Unique features include:

●Multiple insurers (counter party risk)

●Guaranteed insurance charge (cost)

●Insurers compete on how much of the pie they guarantee, through the 
guarantee rate they offer (cost)

●As with the custom target date fund, the guarantee piece is plug-and-play 
through a third party (i.e., not recordkeeper) who also provides a call center 
and communication program (portability)

But issues still remain, the biggest being the lack of a safe harbor 
provision.

One Plan Sponsor’s Experience
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Source: 2012 Callan DC Index

Income in Retirement
Prevalence
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Income in Retirement

The next generation of offerings seek to address the aforementioned concerns. 
Some ideas currently in the offing include:

●Target date products with a guaranteed payout component introduced in the 
near retirement vintages (Alliance Bernstein and others)

●Managed account products with a guaranteed/managed payout scheme 
(Financial Engines)

●Laddered bond products which seek to match payouts to participants with 
income received from underlying fixed income products (PIMCO)

●Longevity insurance

Next Generation of Offerings
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Conclusions

●Target date funds are easy for participants to use, but can be 
challenging for plan sponsors to select, monitor, evaluate, and 
communicate.

●Managed accounts can augment target date funds within a DC 
plan—but getting participants to take advantage of all of their 
features can be challenging.

●Income solutions remain an active area of product development; 
still early days.
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